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ABSTRACT

Nowadays, Islamic religious education is often underestimated in educational institutions. As researchers can see, with the development of the times social media is very influential on Islamic religious education. Because social media is often used in everyday life. Good against teachers, students or other communities. The purpose of researchers conducting research is to find out the concept of Islamic education in the challenges of the social media era. In this study, researchers used quantitative methods with survey models and in-depth interviews. The results of the study can be concluded that in today's era Islamic religious education is often trivialized by society. But actually Islamic education is very influential on future generations. Therefore, researchers can conclude that Islamic education is very important, because religious education is the main key to the morals and attitudes of students. Meanwhile, with the existence of Islamic religious education in schools, the morals and manners of students are problematic. Imagine if Islamic religious education is abolished or underestimated how the moral development of the nation's successors. The limitation of this study is that researchers have not been able to find ways or solutions so that religious education is not underestimated or trivialized by educational institutions or society. The researcher's hope for future researchers is that future researchers can find ways or solutions so that Islamic education is not underestimated.
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INTRODUCTION

At present the growth and development of social media is very influential on Islamic religious education because social media provides a lot of negative information so that people have little interest in learning Islamic religious education (Chen et al., 2020; Stieglitz et al., 2018; Wilson & Wiysonge, 2020). Therefore, people are obliged to study Islamic education so that Islamic education does not fade in the future (Franken, 2018; Lafrarchi, 2020; Tuna, 2020). However, Islamic religious education is often
underestimated or underestimated by society and educational institutions. So that it affects the moral development of students today. Whereas today the morals of students or future generations are very minimal. Many students underestimate this moral issue (Croce, 2019; Institute of Philosophy, Russian Academy of Sciences & Karpov, 2020; Zanette et al., 2020). Therefore, if Islamic religious education is abolished or trivialized, how will the moral development of students in the future. Imagine if this happens many problems caused by the lack of morals and knowledge about Islamic religious education.

Islamic education is a means to develop the idea of improving and directing human behavior so that (Khan et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2021). Moral or aqidah as the main factor to maintain faith in Allah SWT. It must be believed in order to create habits or behavior that follow the rules or those regulated by Islamic law. The importance of Islamic education because Islamic education itself is a place or place to create or create a good personality (Haider, 2019; Martínez Ferreras et al., 2020; Suyadi & Sutrisno, 2018). The development of children today is often influenced by changing times that cause new things. Therefore, parents and teachers have the responsibility for the moral development of students. However, morals are strongly influenced by the environment and friendships. So all communities have a responsibility to support each other in overseeing the development of children in order to become a good future generation.

In this era of social media, this penacapain or the goal of Islamic religious education is to lead to the formation of a moral human being in the right place, carrying out worship between humans and God and between humans and humans (Billett et al., 2018; Hetherington et al., 2020; Morales-Chicas et al., 2019). Islamic education as a place to print a good and noble personality, as a form of achievement of Islamic education, namely the formation of perfect human beings to carry out worship and ethical and moral culture from an early age. With the development of Islamic education, there are many challenges to social media, especially for the next generation (Dimitrova & Matthes, 2018; Kizgin et al., 2020). In the world of Islamic education, there are many students from the millennial generation who have known the digital world since birth. Digital technology in everyday life has many negative impacts because in the past education tended to improve morals.

The rapid development of social media directly and indirectly has an effect on the growth and development of the next generation (Bellamy et al., 2022; Damico & Krutka, 2018; Rajagiri Business School, Kochi, India. et al., 2019). Moral decline is very sharp, giving rise to crimes committed by the younger generation. Today's young generation spends a lot of time on social media for example playing games and watching videos that are not useful. Therefore, the younger generation is strongly encouraged to study and explore Islamic education so as not to be influenced by social media (Liou et al., 2020; Mucsi et al., 2018; Waterman & Peipert, 2018). The advancement of social media rather than Islamic education has triggered a moral crisis (Greenhalgh et al., 2019; Montreuil et al., 2018; Rathbun et al., 2019). If it is ignored, Islamic education will be greatly degraded or lost from the lives of the younger generation. In order for Islamic education not to disappear from their lives, they must learn and teach it to the next generation. So that the younger generation is not wrong in doing good things so that their morals.
Islamic religious education is largely forgotten by the younger generation due to the development of social media (Leonardi, 2018; Liu et al., 2019; Tang et al., 2021). So that many young people are left behind with information about the progress of Islamic education (Ali et al., 2018; Chrysafiadi et al., 2020; Sinclair et al., 2019). Therefore, parents must educate their children with Islamic religious education so that Islamic religious education is not lost in the future. If parents cannot educate their children with Islamic religious education, then the parents send their children to school in a place that is very deep in Islamic religious education. So that the child can take an education that has Islamic teachings, the school must have educators who understand the teachings of Islam and the educator must teach Islamic religious education that he has learned and that he understands so that students can understand what he teaches so that students can teach the lesson in the future.

The development of Islamic education at this time has many challenges from social media, therefore Islamic education must be taught by parents from family life as well as in the school environment and in the community (Bryceson, 2019; Carr & Utz, 2020; Van Bavel et al., 2018). If parents do not teach Islamic education to the younger generation, the younger generation will be negligent in practicing Islamic law and will be addicted to social media (Dalvi-Esfahani et al., 2019; Turel et al., 2018; Zivnuska et al., 2019). The more Islamic education develops, the more social media develops because in social media the younger generation can also study Islamic education. Therefore, educators who teach Islamic religious education lessons do not explain because educators tell them to read in social media. So a learner should not be fixated on social media, he is advised to ask the educator about Islamic religious education lessons that do not understand.

Islamic education is one of the most important education for the younger generation so that the younger generation can have noble character (Ferreira et al., 2018; Hatfield, 2019; Pucci et al., 2020). If you want a young generation with noble morals, then parents must educate their children from childhood so that when they grow up they will be an example for the next generation. If there is a child who does not have noble morals then do not blame the child because the child does not have noble morals, then blame the parents for not being able to educate their children. If parents cannot educate their children well, then the child is sent to a pesantren. So that in the pesantren the child can learn Islamic religious education in depth, so that he is not lost later. Islamic education today is greatly influenced by social media, because Islamic religious education is very contrary to social media (Cheung et al., 2020; Garcia-Morales et al., 2018). Therefore, the younger generation really needs Islamic religious education at a time when social media is growing and increasingly sophisticated. If social media is growing, Islamic education must also develop from time to time so that Islamic education is not left behind by social media.

The development of the younger generation is influenced by new things including the changes of this era. Therefore, not only parents, but the community also has a shared responsibility in controlling
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

In conducting this study, researchers chose quantitative methods with the aim of knowing the percentage of problems and interests with the learning of Islamic religious education in changing times (Demirel Ucan & Wright, 2019). can improve the mindset of the next generation so as not to focus on social media, so that students' interest in learning does not decrease, parents and teachers conduct Islamic religious education by linking Islamic education and social media so that the next generation is not behind the times, namely with a survey model and conducting in-depth interviews. The quantitative method is an in-depth approach to research proposals, processes, hypotheses, and going down to the field, data analysis and data conclusions to the author using aspects of measurement, calculation, formula and certainty of numerical data.

Then the researcher distributes questionnaires in the form of effective and efficient ways, of course in the process of collecting these data will be measured numerically. There are also researchers who do with qualitative methods, namely by means of in-depth interviews, these two methods are often used by researchers in conducting research. Interview is a process of collecting data through questions and answers involving 2 people. The questions asked are certainly related to the research needs.

The purpose of researchers taking quantitative methods is so that researchers are easier to collect data and easier to measure an object. Because the results of measuring this object can help researchers see the relationship between observations and the results of data taken quantitatively. With this quantitative method, researchers can also understand the quality of a phenomenon or a problem which will later become a reference for comparison in research. In this case the researcher tries to seek knowledge and certainty about the problems that the researcher faces on student problems while learning using quantitative methods (Pesch et al., 2018; Pietilä et al., 2018). Then the purpose of this quantitative method is to have basic points in it. The first point is that it aims to develop a model in the form of numbers (Alibakshi, 2018; Jia et al., 2020). This method certainly does not only measure or analyze one phenomenon, but this method also discusses what theories are contained in the research method being carried out.

The steps that will be taken in this study are, starting with formulating all the problems against the problems that will be faced by the researcher, after that there will be a hypothesis, which is an assumption that is not certain because it is still presumptive. Then the researcher conducts a research design (Research Design). After that do the research site (Research Site). The research site is a container or place where researchers must capture the object of a study conducted, and look for parties who will be used as samples in the study. Researchers also distribute questionnaires or questionnaires to several social media such as Whatsapp, Facebook, Telegram and other applications. The next step is that researchers will collect data that researchers have obtained through distributing questionnaires earlier. Then the next stage is to write the results and conclusions to become a theory or discussion of research.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

After the researchers analyzed, it can be concluded that many teachers and students agree with the existence of Islamic education today when the development of social media. Approximately 52% of the results from the distribution of the questionnaire stated strongly agree and 44% stated agree, and 4% stated disagree. From this assessment, we can conclude that learning Islamic education at a time when social media is developing is highly supported both among students and among teachers. This conclusion researchers can get from distributing questionnaires through social media, with this method will make teachers more active and creative in teaching. And also the advantage for students is that it is easier to understand the material and can exchange ideas between students. Hopefully, with the learning of Islamic religion, the younger generation can be moral and also eliminate the boredom felt by the younger generation. And make Islamic religion more improved in the future that it will face along with the development of this social media age.

In the process of learning Islamic education the role of parents and teachers is very influential on the younger generation. Therefore, parents and teachers must be able to choose the methods or tools used in the learning process. If the teacher is not good at managing the class then it will make students not experience improvement. Where religious education is needed in schools, for example, learning fiqh, with this fiqh learning, the younger generation can understand and teach the next generation about this fiqh learning. In this fiqh lesson, there is a lot of material that discusses the practices of worship and also about Islamic law. Therefore, Islamic religious education is very useful for the younger generation, so that the younger generation does not do bad things.

The learning process of Islamic religious education is very important for the younger generation, so that the younger generation can explain the discussion they have learned. Where learning Islamic religious education at the time of the rise of social media is very important for the next generation. So that Islamic religious education is not lost from a person, then we need to teach that person religious learning by using learning methods at school, mejelis taklim, and other learning. When doing learning at school, children will be taught with fiqh lessons, tafsir, agidah akhlak, and so on. When children listen to the taklim assembly in the mosque where in the mosque an ustadz will convey material about religion by lecturing.

With the existence of social media, the younger generation is very focused on social media and the younger generation leaves Islamic education lessons because in social media there are many sites that make him happy. So that social media becomes one of the factors that lead to the destruction of the future of the younger generation and Islamic education will be lost from generation to generation. Therefore, so that Islamic education is not lost from that generation, the younger generation must study Islamic education in depth. So that Islamic education is not lost to social media, this generation must explain to the next generation about this Islamic education. If social media is growing, there are many challenges for Islamic education.
In the current era of technological development, disruptive is often referred to as the era of disruption. The disruption in question is an era where many parties are harmed starting from several people, communities, institutions and even the State. Many companies are found to have decreased and revenue and not a few have suffered losses and gone out of business. This is due to the rapid development of technology, and provides updates to various aspects. In addition to providing innovation, technology also forces conventional systems to be abandoned. For example, newspapers must be forced to switch to online news because there are few newspaper users today. This also affects the current education system, where the existing conventional education system must begin to change to adapt to existing developments.

Therefore, just as the religious education system at the formal level must be updated, TPA and Majelis Ta'lim must also be updated. The drivers of Islamic education in the community, in this case a number of administrators and members of Islamic organizations in the community such as NU and Muhammadiyah, to be able to reform the Ta'lim Assembly which can be done with the help of social media. Moreover, seeing the role of TPA and Majelis Ta'lim which began to decline due to the number of schools that embraced the Full Day school system so that many students were reluctant to recite the Koran after school. In this case, stakeholders of Majelis Ta'lim and TPA must also be able to utilize social media as an alternative promotion and da'wah. With the massive da'wah carried out on various social media, it can attract the interest of the millennial generation to join the Ta'lim Assembly.

In addition to updating learning media and educators in the formal system, to overcome the challenges and obstacles caused by the impact of science and technology both from within and from outside, the government has encouraged flash pesantren for all students and all levels as well as encouraging TPA and Majelis Ta'lim and the placement of religious instructors. In every village and kelurahan and in every institution, the government is trying to overcome moral decay so that a safe and peaceful quality of life is realized under the auspices of Allah SWT. In this perspective, the role of TPA and Majelis Ta'lim is a purely religious vehicle for Islamic religious propagation. As an Islamic religious institution, the Majlis Ta'lim system is integrated with Islam itself.

For this reason, majelis ta'lim is strategically a means of da'wah and tabligh whose Islamic style plays a central role in promoting and improving the quality of life of Muslims, in accordance with the teachings of the Islamic faiths. To this end, the leader must guide the orientation of Islamic attitudes that lead to mental and spiritual health as well as functional awareness as a khalifah in his own land, in this case the Indonesian Muslim is a developing Indonesian land. Thus, the functional role of the assembly is to strengthen the foundations of Indonesian human life, particularly in the spiritual and spiritual sphere of Islam, to improve the quality of life in a completely external and spiritual manner, simultaneously and simultaneously, in accordance with the teachings of taqwa that underlie worldly life in all areas of activity.

The practice of Islamic education still retains the old heritage, so the knowledge acquired is classical. The sources mentioned only refer to the yellow book and are
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considered the norm and prima donna as a source of inspiration to answer all the questions contemporary issues, which are sometimes unresolved in books, are then forced to be matched or forced. Muslims are still preoccupied with the romanticism of the past. The splendor of past Muslims has so far still affected the Muslim mentality. They are always proud of the glory of the past, but do not realize that it is pride that is left behind. As a result, most of them are very lazy to make efforts to renew and quickly lose with social, political and technological advances in science and technology.

The learning model of Islamic education is still emphasized on the verbal intellectual approach and negates educational interaction and humanistic communication between teachers and students. As a result, the education system is always sterile, backward and kills children's ability to think critically, in other words, it has not been able to liberate and educate children. Islamic education as a foundation for building the character of the nation, has a very meritorious role in Indonesia, even before Indonesia's independence. The application of Islamic religious education has long been held non-formally such as recitation forums, taklim assemblies and Islamic boarding schools until now. Islamic education is also being hit by various problems. Islamic education cannot be separated from Islamic education is part of national education, if national education is considered to have failed in educating, which is caused by various problems and cases that continue to drag on. Various kinds of failures can be caused because currently, Islamic education is experiencing problems both from within and from outside the Islamic education institution.

Problems from within can be observed from the declining performance of Islamic education institutions that stem from the poor management of the education system, for example madrasah, pesantren, and Islamic religious universities. The progress of PTAIN/S is actually quite encouraging, or even if not, the quantity has now exceeded the needs, while other sciences oriented to science and technology are still very rare. So it is only natural if there is a thought that states, "Islamic students lack insight, mastery of science and technology." It is not wrong to conclude that Islamic education as currently available is insufficient in building technology, directly or indirectly affecting the growth and development of the younger generation in this millennial era.

Advances in education, supported by technology that makes science more accessible to anyone, in the health sector, technological advances bring fresh air to treatments that were once considered impossible are now treatable and a number of other positive impacts. However, the disruption era also brings a number of negative impacts, one of which is the moral decline of adolescents. The sharp moral decline is reflected in the increasing number of crimes committed by teenagers. They spend more time with their smartphones and social media. The amount of information and content spread on social media and on the internet is too much and biased, if not filtered properly, it becomes dangerous content such as pornography, violence, and crime.

In implementing Islamic education, the role of a teacher is needed by the younger generation in order to understand Islamic education. Therefore, a teacher must be good at teaching and choosing lessons that are easy for the younger generation to understand in
order to have good morals. In order for the younger generation to have good morals, a teacher must teach the younger generation lessons about aqidah akhlak, so that the younger generation can become individuals who have good manners and morals. Therefore, researchers conducted this research with the aim that the younger generation in learning Islamic education during the development of social media, therefore we as a generation that is very minimal on knowledge of Islamic education is required to learn Islamic education so as not to fall into things that cause us to commit crimes.

The following are the results of the research that have been described in graphic form:

Islamic education is needed by schools when social media is growing.

We can see the results of the diagram above who strongly agree, namely 46% and who feel that they agree, namely 50% while those who disagree are 4%. Therefore, we can know that many people agree and strongly agree with the statement the researcher wrote above. It is true that a teacher must teach Islamic education to the younger generation, so that Islamic education is not lost from the lives of the younger generation. If a teacher does not teach Islamic education to the younger generation, then Islamic education will disappear with the development of social media. At this time, Islamic education is needed by many people, so that people can understand deeply about Islam and teach people who do not understand the teachings of Islam. Islamic education is not left behind with the changing times which with the changing times and the development of social media is very influential with Islamic education.

Teachers must teach Islamic education to today's young generation.
Regarding the diagram above, we can know that people who strongly agree as much as 50% and who agree as much as 43% and who disagree as much as 7%. It can be concluded that many people strongly agree with teaching Islamic education to the younger generation, basically learning Islamic Islamic education is done by teachers teaching material about Islamic education to the younger generation. So that the younger generation does not fall into bad behavior because Islamic religious teaching is needed by parents, teachers and also for the younger generation. In order for the younger generation to understand and explore Islamic education as a whole, the younger generation must learn Islamic education wherever they are.

![Figure 3](image1.png)

**Figure 3:** Schools must guide the younger generation to learn Islamic education.

Regarding the diagram above that those who strongly agree are 55% and those who agree are 42% and those who disagree with the above statement are 3%. It can be concluded that many people strongly agree with the statement made by the researcher above, the teacher is aware that Islamic education in schools has decreased greatly due to social media. Therefore, teachers at school guide the younger generation not to do social media too often because social media can cause harm to the younger generation. So that the younger generation does not do bad things, the school must apply to students to study Islamic education. If Islamic education has been applied at school, the younger generation can teach people who do not know about Islamic education.

![Figure 4](image2.png)

**Figure 4.** Social media is more important for the younger generation than Islamic education.
It can be seen from the results of the research above that there are some people who strongly agree and agree and some who disagree with the above statement. People who strongly agree are 18% and people who agree are 27% and people who disagree are 55%. It can be concluded that many people do not agree with the statement made by the researcher above because Islamic education is education that leads to the right path. If social media is more important than Islamic education then Islamic education will not develop and degenerate in human life. If the younger generation uses social media to learn Islamic education then it is very good compared to using social media for negative things. Because these negative things can cause damage to the younger generation.

By utilizing social media, Islamic education will develop.

The results of the above research can be seen that many people strongly agree and agree with the above statement and there are even people who disagree with the above statement. People who strongly agree with the above statement are 45% and people who agree are 42% and people who disagree with the above statement are 13%. It can be concluded that many people strongly agree with utilizing social media for Islamic education because in social media people can also study Islamic education. Therefore we must be able to utilize social media today, so that the younger generation is not left behind with technological advances. If people are able to take advantage of social media then that person can already learn more about Islamic education, for example about fiqh education, because the material in fiqh contains many lessons that can keep us from falling into bad deeds and despicable behavior.

Figure 6. Many young people are losing their future to social media.
It can be seen from the percentage above that many people agree with the statement above, there are 58% of people who agree with the statement above and 32% of people who strongly agree with the statements made by researchers and 10% of people who disagree with the statement above. It can be concluded that people who strongly agree and people who agree with social media can eliminate the future of the younger generation. Because in social media there is a lot of negative content that makes the younger generation lazy to study because he has been influenced by social media, therefore parents must be able to take care and pay attention to their children so that their children have a bright future and can make their parents proud. If their children are too focused on social media, their children's future will be threatened and their children will shame their parents and family.

Judging from the percentage above, many people agree and strongly agree with the statements made by researchers, therefore the percentage of people who strongly agree is 40% and people who agree are 58% and people who disagree with the statements made by researchers above are 2%. Therefore, if parents can control their children in using social media then the parents have educated their children with good education. And plus parents who teach Islamic religious education to their children it will be better because Islamic education is very important for a child, so that the child can be devoted to both parents and have good morals. If a child already has good morals, then the child has received lessons from his parents about Islamic education because in Islam there are many lessons that can make children have good morals, for example, such as lessons in aqidah akhlak, ushul fiqh and others.
Islamic education learning is enough at school only.

From the statement made by the researcher above, we can see the percentage of people who strongly agree, agree and disagree with the above statement, the percentage of people who strongly agree is 25% and people who agree are 15% and people who disagree with the above statement are 60%. It can be concluded that many people disagree with doing Islamic education learning in schools only because Islamic lessons can also be learned in ta'lim assemblies. Because in the ta'lim assembly the lesson or material given by the ustaz or preacher is very in-depth and easy to understand, therefore Islamic education is not only done at school. If Islamic education is carried out at school only then the learning carried out at school is only as a basis, so Islamic education is not only focused on school but Islamic religious teaching can also be done outside of school.

Islamic education learning is done anywhere

Judging from the percentage above that people who strongly agree with the statements made by researchers there are 50% people who strongly agree with doing Islamic education learning anywhere, and there are 45% people who agree with Islamic education anytime and anywhere, and there are 5% people who disagree with learning anywhere. It can be concluded that many people strongly agree with learning Islamic education outside of school because Islamic education is not only obtained at school but can also be learned outside of school. Therefore, many people do Islamic education outside of school because in school Islamic education is only the basis of Islamic
education. If Islamic education is conducted outside of school, our understanding will be deeper about the teachings of Islam because Islamic education is a lesson that can make people have good morals, character and also have good morals and can be an example for the next generation.

From the percentage results above, we can know that there are 55% people who agree and there are 43% people who strongly agree and there are 2% people who disagree with the results of the research above. It can be concluded that Islamic education must be taught to all people, so that everyone can learn Islamic education in depth, therefore Islamic education is not only taught to children but also taught to others. If children understand Islamic education, then they must teach it to others, be it parents, friends, or society. If the lessons given by the children to someone and that person also teaches it to others, then the child who teaches Islamic education to that person will get a reward because that person is able to teach others about Islamic education taught by the child.

CONCLUSION

After the researchers conducted this research, it can be concluded that today's Islamic education which is contrary to social media is one of the lessons that must be learned which is needed by the younger generation in order to have good morals and understand about Islamic education. However, researchers see that there are still many people who do not want to learn Islamic education because of the influence of social media which is increasingly sophisticated and develops according to changing times, therefore this research is held so that everyone is not affected by social media. Therefore, the younger generation must learn Islamic education when social media is growing, so that the younger generation has good morals and has good morals too, therefore the younger generation must be able to control themselves from the influence of social media. Because social media has a very big influence on the younger generation, therefore the younger generation is prohibited from focusing on social media so that the younger generation does not commit crimes that can lead to bad behavior.
SUGGESTIONS

It is suggested that parents, teachers and the community should tell the younger generation to study Islamic education so that Islamic education does not disappear from people's lives, if Islamic education is missing from a person's life then that person will fall into negative things. If the learning of Islamic education is done at home, it is the parents who must educate their children and if Islamic education is carried out at school, the teacher must explain Islamic education to his students until his students understand Islamic education. So that the younger generation is not left behind with social media or technology, the younger generation must be able to divide the time between Islamic education and social media, so that the younger generation is also not left behind with technological developments because technology is increasingly developing due to changing times.
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